
Register

Are you a person affected by
or witness of discrimination?

Register

Neukölln
 

CiD - Center for

Intersectional Diversity 

 

  Yekmal e.V.

Contact

Please report your
experiences or incidents!

Registerstelle Neukölln Office
Adress: Richardstr. 102. 12043 Berlin
Mobile: 0157 39285358
Email: register-nk@yekmal.de
Website: www.yekmal.de/registernk
Online registration form:
www.yekmal.de/vorfaellemelden
Twitter: @NkRegister

Provider
Yekmal e.V.
Schönleinstr. 23, 10967 Berlin
www.yekmal.de
www.facebook.com/yekmal.de

Register Berlin
Website: https://www.berliner-register.de/
E-Mail: info@berliner-register.de
Telefon: 01520-442 574 6
Berliner Register, Sewanstr. 178, 10319 Berlin
Twitter: @RegisterBerlin

AnDi-Berliner Anti-Diskriminierungs-App
https://www.berlin.de/sen/lads/beratung/diskri
minierung/andi/

The project is funded by the Berlin state program
"Democracy. Diversity. Respect. Against Right-Wing
Extremism, Racism and Anti-Semitism" of the Senate
Department for Justice, Consumer Protection and Anti-
Discrimination.

sexist
racist
antiziganist
anti-semitic
anti-muslim
extreme right
homophobic and
transphobic

We document all forms of
discrimination:

Funding

We advise on request in the
following languages:

German, Kurdish, Arabic,
Turkish and English

Office hours

Mondays from 3pm to 18pm
Thursdays from 10am to 1 pm

Register Neukölln
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However, the aim of the Neukölln Register is
not only to documentation and analysis of
structural  or everyday discriminatory
incidents in the district, but also to raise
awareness in our society for the massiveness
of discrimination experienced by certain
groups.

The observed or self-experienced incidents of
discrimination can be reported to us during
counselling, through an online form on our
website or by submitting a written form to us
or to various contact points in Neukölln.

Register
Neukölln 

Since November 2021, the Centrum for
Intersectional Diversity from Yekmal e.V.
carries the management of the register office
in Neukölln.  Register Neukölln documents
racist, anti-semitic, anti-LGBTI*Q, anti-
ziganistic, right-wing extremist and other
discriminatory incidents that occur in the
Berlin district of Neukölln.

These incidents can be reported by citizens to
various contact points distributed throughout
the district and forwarded to the register
coordination offices of the registers. They are
collected, evaluated and published.

YEKMAL e.V. sees itself as a migrant self-
organisation and as a politically
independent and non-denominational
unaffiliated, committed to human rights
and the principle of equality non-
governmental organisation (NGO) and
against all forms of discrimination and
racism.

PROVIDER

The Center for Intersectional Diversity
(CiD) is the anti-discrimination office of the
Kurdish parents' association Yekmal.

In addition to a wide range of activities, we
would like to focus three areas:

Recording Discrimination
(Monitorinig)
Transport all forms of discrimination from
the twillight zone into the public sphere
and discourse.

We advise in one of the following
languages on request:

German, Kurdish, Arabic, Turkish and English

Empowerment Measures for
Affected People
Design or facilitate empowerment
opportunities for affected individuals,
families, and their children.

Qualification for Multipliers

Qualification and further trainings and
programmes for multipliers on
intersectional discrimination.

CiD - Center for Intersectional Diversity 

Register

Office hours

Mondays from 3pm to 18pm
Thursdays from 10am to 1 pm

Our counselling is currently still focused on the
initial interview and onward referral.
Counselling takes place two days a week and
can be offered in one of the five languages on
request.


